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six and four GPUs per node, respectively. Similarly, future
exascale supercomputer Frontier [12] scheduled for delivery
in 2021 will include four GPUs per node. This shows an
increasing trend of multi-GPU based HPC systems. However,
simply adding more GPUs into a node does not guarantee linear performance improvement for DL training. We observe that
multi-GPU based HPC systems show different performance
trends in comparison with the existing studies [13]–[17].
Our motivation experiments in Section IV where we ran
typical DL jobs with increasing number of GPUs on Summit
HPC system show a training throughput gain of up to 3.3×
with 6 GPUs. Ideally, it should show 6× improvement, achieving linear scalability. This performance gap is due to the fact
that newly ranked HPC systems employ powerful GPUs (e.g.,
V100, P100 [18]) and the conventional schedulers are unable
to fully utilize multiple GPUs to their full potential. Moreover,
the recent HPC systems adopt fast CPU-to-GPU connections,
e.g., NVLink, that diminish the existing optimization efforts
on the batch size or GPU locality. Thus, large-batch training
or GPU locality-aware scheduling does not provide notable
performance improvement as the I/O overhead between CPUto-GPU communication is alleviated substantially by the fast
NVLink connections. Furthermore, we observe that multi-GPU
training does not fully utilize GPUs when less computationally
intensive DL models are executed on each GPU.
While the latest HPC systems [7] with multi-GPU show
a different scalability trend for DL, the state-of-the-art DL
job1 schedulers [15], [21]–[23] and resource managers [24],
[25] are unable to capture this non-linear scalability trend.
Instead, previous studies on DL scheduling focus on GPU
locality to reduce CPU-GPU transfer overhead or time slicing
to speed up hyper-parameter searches. Recent efforts [15], [26]
focus on cloud environment and avoid resource contention
and job interference when concurrently running multiple DL
jobs. However, we observe negligible job interference with
the powerful GPUs, high-speed connections, enough GPU
cores, and large memory in latest HPC settings. Therefore,
these works do not apply to the HPC environment with high
speed interconnect and powerful GPUs. Moreover, traditional
HPC schedulers are designed for classical HPC jobs and are
unaware of the characteristics of DL training. These schedulers
are often static and they cannot adjust the allocation of GPU
resources to DL jobs until training completion. They allocate
a fixed number of GPUs to a training job, which remains

Abstract—Deep learning (DL) has become a key tool for
solving complex scientific problems. However, managing the
multi-dimensional large-scale data associated with DL, especially
atop extant multiple graphics processing units (GPUs) in modern
supercomputers poses significant challenges. Moreover, the latest
high-performance computing (HPC) architectures bring different
performance trends in training throughput compared to the
existing studies. Existing DL optimizations such as larger batch
size and GPU locality-aware scheduling have little effect on
improving DL training throughput performance due to fast CPUto-GPU connections. Additionally, DL training on multiple GPUs
scales sublinearly. Thus, simply adding more GPUs to a system
is ineffective. To this end, we design MARBLE, a first-of-itskind job scheduler, which considers the non-linear scalability
of GPUs at the intra-node level to schedule an appropriate
number of GPUs per node for a job. By sharing the GPU
resources on a node with multiple DL jobs, MARBLE avoids
low GPU utilization in current multi-GPU DL training on
HPC systems. Our comprehensive evaluation in the Summit
supercomputer shows that MARBLE is able to improve DL
training performance by up to 48.3% compared to the popular
Platform Load Sharing Facility (LSF) scheduler. Compared to the
state-of-the-art of DL scheduler, Optimus, MARBLE reduces the
job completion time by up to 47%.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Artificial intelligence (AI) technology using deep learning
(DL) [1] is gaining rapid popularity in industry and science
because of its powerful abilities for image recognition, natural
languages processing, and autonomous vehicles. Especially,
the scientific communities have started to benefit from DL
to automate, accelerate, and drive understanding at supercomputer scales, which enables breakthroughs in scientific
discovery such as analyzing climate patterns [2], modeling
the universe [3], and classifying medical images [4]. To
meet the increasing demands of running DL applications on
supercomputers, the HPC community has started designing
and deploying computing systems ready for DL workloads.
The design of the newly ranked supercomputers begins to
adopt extreme parallelism and heterogeneity [5]. For example, according to the Top500 list of supercomputers from
November 2019 [6], top-ranked Summit [7] is equipped with
27, 648 NVIDIA V100 graphics processing units (GPUs) [8]
and each is connected to IBM POWER CPU with high-speed
NVLink connections [9] making it “one of the most AIcapable machines ever constructed” [10]. In fact, five of the top
ten supercomputers in 2019 are GPU-enabled HPC systems as
compared to two out of the top ten supercomputers in 2017.
Moreover, it is now a common practice for supercomputers to
add multiple GPUs in a single node. For example, the top two
ranked supercomputers, i.e., Summit and Sierra [11], deploy

1 We use the term ‘DL job’ to represent neural network training workloads
to avoid confusion between non-HPC and HPC usages. For example, training
VGG-16 [19] and ResNet-50 [20] is referred to as two DL jobs.
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unchanged throughout the training process, resulting in a low
GPU utilization. This approach is especially inefficient to run
multiple DL jobs for a single application, which is a common
practice in DL, e.g., to search for the best model for the target
learning task. With the performance bottleneck of scaling up
a single DL training on high-performance multi-GPU settings,
this paper enables better utilization of GPU resources by multijob scheduling on multi-GPU HPC systems.
In this paper, we propose MARBLE, a multi-GPU aware
job scheduler for DL applications on modern HPC environments that aims to address the aforementioned challenges.
MARBLE is a scheduling and resource management system
specific for efficient DL training on HPC systems. The existing HPC schedulers cannot prevent waste of limited HPC
resources where all jobs are scheduled on a single set of nodes
(resource quota per user) to provide efficient resource sharing
between multiple users. Within the limited resource environment, the current schedulers have to run multiple DL jobs
only in a sequential way. Unlike the existing schedulers that
optimize on the locality of workers, GPU locality, or resource
configuration of parameter servers and workers, MARBLE incorporates the characteristic of non-linear scalability of multiGPU at the intra-node level on modern HPC environments.
To this end, MARBLE runs multiple DL jobs concurrently
with dynamic GPU resource assignment via a suspend and
resume mechanism. MARBLE first decides an appropriate
number of GPUs according to the model scalability on a multiGPU system for a job and executes it with the optimal number
of GPUs. Then it runs other jobs in parallel on the leftover
GPUs on a node. Assigning an appropriate number of GPUs
enhances DL training throughput and co-locating multiple DL
jobs within a single node achieves higher GPU utilization.
Specifically, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We provide insights on how DL training throughput is
affected by multiple GPUs in terms of scalability on
a single node and analyze why large-batch training or
GPU locality is not an important factor of DL training
throughput on the latest HPC systems.
• We design DL job scheduling heuristic to concurrently
run multiple DL jobs on a single node using a suspend
and resume mechanism. To the best of our knowledge,
this is the first work to consider the non-linear scalability
of GPUs per node on HPC systems for DL training.
• We implement and evaluate MARBLE with DL job sets
on the world’s fastest supercomputer, Summit, equipped
with six V100 NVIDIA GPUs on each node connected with NVLink. We evaluate MARBLE for both
single- and multi-node training. Compared to the current
LSF [27] job scheduler, MARBLE reduces the total
completion time of training DL jobs by up to 48.3% and
increases the overall GPU utilization by up to 86%.

Fig. 1: System architecture of Summit.
TABLE I: CNN model information. (Conv. = Convolution, Incept.
= Inceptional, FC. = Fully Connected)
CNN Model
LeNet [36]
AlexNet [37]
ResNet-50 [20]
Inception-v3 [38]
ResNet-101 [20]
VGG-16 [19]

Number of Layers
Conv. Incept. FC.
2
0
2
5
0
3
49
0
1
7
11
1
100
0
1
13
0
3

Number of
Parameters
60K
61M
25M
24M
45M
138M

GPUs per node to meet the high concurrency requirements
from both scientific simulations and AI workloads. However,
introducing multi-GPU leads to high I/O cost between GPUs
as well as the communication overhead between CPUs and
GPUs. To reduce the I/O bottleneck, the latest HPC systems
have begun to use NVLink [9] that is 5× faster than the
conventional PCIe [28] interface. Large scale HPC systems
with thousands of nodes also adopt high-performance networks between nodes, e.g., 115 TB/s bisection bandwidth [29]
to avoid network bottleneck. Apart from high-performance
parallel storage systems, e.g., GPFS [30] and Lustre [31],
each node is typically equipped with a non-volatile memory
(NVM) [32] to be used as burst buffer to speed up data I/O. An
example of such an architecture is shown in Figure 1, which
handles DL workloads efficiently [2], [10], [29], [33].
B. Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)
CNN is one of the DL methods that contains multiple
convolutional layers. We focus on CNN because the scientific
community mainly uses DL for image analysis workloads [2],
[3], [33]–[35]. Each layer in CNN consists of a set of filters to
extract features from the input. Convolution of feature maps
requires multiplications and accumulations for all input data,
hence DL training involves a series of convolution operation
with a large number of parameters at each layer. Overall, CNN
training requires high computational capacity to perform a
series of iterative steps over a large number of data samples.
Table I shows well-known CNN models which are used as
representative workloads in this paper. LeNet [36] is a classical
CNN model which is relatively small and requires less computing resources. AlexNet [37] is the first implementation to
use GPU for training CNN models. ResNet [20] uses residual

II. BACKGROUND
A. HPC Supercomputer Architecture
HPC systems, e.g., Summit, have evolved into systems with
extreme parallelism and heterogeneity by deploying multiple
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learning as shortcut connections to solve the degradation
problem of very deep models. The Inception model [38]
contains inception layers where smaller multiple convolution
layers and a pooling layer reside as one or two layers, which
makes computation cost much lower than the previous DL
models. Although ResNet-50 and Inception-v3 contain much
deeper layers than AlexNet, their parameter set is less than
half of the size of AlexNet because of residual blocks and
inception layers. VGG-16 [19] has a simple architecture but
contains too many parameters due to three fully connected
layers. These models require different computing powers and
system resources based on their fundamental design choices.
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Fig. 2: Training throughput using multiple GPUs.

III. R ELATED W ORKS
GPU Utilization (%)

There are existing studies on scheduling and resource
management for DL training. Optimus [21] adjusts resource
allocation dynamically based on DL training time prediction
using job progress. Cynthia [25] provides cost-efficient resource management via profiling network throughput. Optimus
and Cynthia focus on adjusting cluster configuration (e.g.,
the numbers of parameter servers and worker nodes), which
does not work well with HPC environment with quota based
resource allocation. However, MARBLE aims to dynamically
allocate GPU resources per node within the allocated cluster.
Gandiva [15] manages GPU resources by leveraging GPU
time sharing for mainly targeting efficient hyper-parameter
search. However, it is known that Gandiva achieves limited
improvement in the job completion time [22]. Tiresias [22]
performs scheduling based on the number of used GPUs
and executed time, which minimizes job completion times of
DL training. RALP [24] places memory-intensive layers into
parameter servers to reduce network traffic between parameter
servers and worker nodes. Salus [39] performs fine-grained
GPU sharing to reduce average job completion time. Most
of these works focus on more flexible cloud environments.
Compared to these works, MARBLE focuses on end-to-end
application (may include multiple DL jobs with or without
parameter server) run time on latest HPC systems [7], [11].
These existing efforts do not consider the non-linear scalability of multiple GPUs across the nodes for reducing DL
training time. To the extent of our knowledge, this paper is
the first to leverage the non-linear scalability of multi-GPU
for DL training. The recent studies [15], [39] use a suspend
and resume mechanism for the time-slicing scheduling for
DL training, while our work uses suspend and resume for
dynamically assigning optimal GPU resources to DL jobs.
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Fig. 3: GPU utilization using multiple GPUs.

models and show the result in Figure 2. Unlike the existing
studies [16], [17], [40], [41], training using more than 3 GPUs
on a single node is not scalable in our target HPC setting.
Moreover, three DL models, i.e., LeNet, ResNet-50, and VGG16 experience performance degradation, when they are trained
on 6 GPUs. However, we observe that compute-intensive
workloads lead to more scalable multi-GPU training. Thus,
when the computation workload is not high (e.g., LeNet),
it has a negative impact on the scalability because adding
more GPUs for less compute-intensive workloads results in
low overall GPU utilization [42]. To verify this, we also plot
GPU utilization results in Figure 3. LeNet presents a low GPU
utilization and adding more GPUs causes more coordination
overhead than the benefit from parallelism. Training AlexNet
or ResNet-50 on two GPUs achieves substantial speedup as
compared to using a single GPU. However, training using 3
or 4 GPUs does not give substantial performance improvement
because of incurred communication overhead between GPUs.
Conversely, the training performance of VGG-16 keeps increasing with 3, 4, or 5 GPUs. Hence, for DL models with
a high computational workload, the computational workload
is divided among multiple GPUs to achieve better throughput
benefits than synchronization overhead.
The current multi-GPU environment of the latest HPC
system does not provide linear scalability for DL training.
Moreover, each DL model shows a different scalability trend.
Therefore, the scheduler should consider an optimal number
of GPUs for different DL jobs instead of simply adding more
GPUs to enhance throughput and efficiency.

IV. M OTIVATION
In this section, we describe our observation of the current
state of the art in multi-GPU scalability and the insensitivity
for batch sizes and GPU locality for DL workloads, which
motivates our work.
A. Non-linear Scalability of Multiple GPUs
We study the impact of the number of GPUs in a single
server on the training throughput performance of different DL
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nodes when required resources are available. These gangschedulers do not provide flexibility for dynamic configuration
and resource sharing. The resource configuration is defined
by the user at the time of job submission and remains fixed
until job completion even if the resources are configured
inefficiently and wastefully. Moreover, the current HPC schedulers do not support features optimized for DL workloads and
treat DL jobs as black-boxes, i.e., they do not leverage the
non-linear characteristics of multi-GPU training. To enhance
system performance and utilization of emerging HPC systems,
GPU resources should be allocated efficiently according to the
scalability of multi-GPU workloads with dynamic resource
management. However, it is difficult to change the existing
HPC job schedulers as the majority of the resident applications
on HPC are still modeling and simulations. To this end,
MARBLE does not aim to completely replace HPC job
schedulers but works alongside HPC job scheduler for DL jobs
to dynamically adjust the GPU resources within the resource
set allocated by HPC job schedulers.

B. Insensitivity to Batch Size
Batch size is one of the most important configuration factors
that affect DL training throughput [14], [43]. Since large-batch
training decreases gradient aggregation frequency and weight
update, it requires fewer iterations. Although large batch size
results in low accuracy, there are efforts [2], [3], [43] to address
this issue by using learning rate algorithms, such as Layerwise Adaptive Rate Scaling (LARS) [44]. These approaches
show that large-batch training gives performance benefits from
large-scale HPC systems without loss of accuracy.
According to our recent study [42], increasing the batch
size from 128 images to 256 images results in a slight
performance enhancement, i.e., 1.0% ∼ 3.7% for three
models (LeNet, AlexNet, ResNet-50). However, performance
degradation occurs when larger batch sizes, e.g., 4K and 8K,
are used. This result shows different performance patterns
from a recent work [14] which observed linear performance
improvements with increasing batch size from 256 to 11K
images using P100 GPUs. Previous studies [13], [45] assumed
that connections between CPU and GPU are slow. However,
the latest supercomputers have started employing NVLink
between CPUs and GPUs, which provides 5× faster CPUto-GPU throughput than PCIe bus [28]. As a result, a large
batch size for hiding communication overhead is not effective
to improve performance for these systems.

V. D ESIGN
In this section, we describe the details of the developed job
scheduler, MARBLE, for DL workloads that assigns GPU
resources to each job based on multi-GPU scalability and
supports dynamic allocation of GPUs during training. As we
show in Section IV, a large-batch size and GPU locality have
little impact on the training throughput. Therefore, MARBLE
does not consider the batch size and GPU locality, and instead
addresses the following:
• Reducing the overall job completion time by allocating
the optimal number of GPUs based on non-linear scalability of multi-GPU training.
• Increasing GPU utilization by collocating multiple jobs
in parallel with a suspend/resume mechanism.

C. Insensitivity to GPU Locality
We measure the impact of GPU locality within the same
node. When 2 GPUs having different CPU affinity are used
for a 2-GPU training job, performance degradation occurs due
to the communication overhead [15]. However, we observe
that GPU locality within a single node has a little impact on
the training throughput. We train each DL model with two
different CPU-affinity configurations, i.e., the same socket and
different socket configurations. The performance difference
is very slight (i.e., 0.2% ∼ 1.9%). This is because as
stated earlier, the latest HPC systems deploy NVLink between
GPUs and CPUs connections, which mitigates communication
overhead. For example, the X-Bus on Summit is 64GB/s and
the NVLink is 50GB/s; so a CPU can get to another CPU-GPU
complex at NVLink speeds. Thus, GPU locality is no longer
a significant factor for fast DL throughput, which suggests
that DL scheduling policy does not need to incorporate GPU
locality when allocating GPUs to DL jobs.

A. Design Objectives
The objective of MARBLE is to minimize
the total training
P
time (T ) of all DL jobs, i.e., T = ∀i ti , where ti denotes
the original training time of a DL job i without scalabilityawareness. We assume that jobs are executed serially with
different starting times within limited resource settings (e.g.,
single-node training). Each ti can be reduced by α through
allocating the optimal GPUs that provide the best throughput,
instead of using the maximum number of GPUs provided by
a single node. α is dependent on the DL models and HPC
systems. As shown in Figure 2, the maximum value of α is
2.91% on the studied HPC systems when VGG-16 is trained
on 5 GPUs instead of 6 GPUs. Additionally, the total execution
time can be reduced by parallel execution of DL jobs, because
multiple DL jobs can be concurrently executed on the same
node. Thus, total time T can be optimized by scheduling
algorithm of MARBLE as:
X
T =
(ti × (1 − αi ) − pi )
(1)

D. Limitation of HPC Cluster Scheduler
Several schedulers, e.g., SLURM [46], IBM Platform
LSF [27], have been proposed for HPC environments for batch
job processing. Unlike other cloud environments or non-HPC
systems, dedicated machines are allocated exclusively for a
single HPC user in a gang-scheduling fashion. Job scheduling,
queuing and monitoring on HPC systems are maintained by
batch schedulers [47]. Usually, these HPC schedulers target
long-running jobs for scientific simulation and modeling workloads [48]. Jobs are received from users in batches. These jobs
are placed into job queues and are dispatched to compute

∀i
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Algorithm 1: Job scheduling algorithm in MARBLE.
Input: jobSet
1 begin
2
run multiple jobs();
3
forall job ∈ jobSet do
4
Monitor running Jobs;
5
if Job is finished then
6
if Available GPUs >= GP Uoptimal &
Jobsecondary is still running then
7
Suspend a running Jobsecondary ;
8
Resume the suspended job as Jobprimary ;
9
end
10
run multiple jobs();
11
end
12
end
13 end
14 Function run_multiple_jobs()
15
while Available GPUs > 0 do
16
if Available GPUs >= GP Uoptimal then
17
Run next job as Jobprimary ;
18
else
19
Run next job as Jobsecondary ;
20
end
21
end

Fig. 4: MARBLE components and their interactions.

pi indicates the gain in execution time of each DL job when
a DL job is executed concurrently with other DL jobs. For
example, if a DL job is executed concurrently with other DL
jobs with higher priority until the completion of the DL job,
pi will be equal to ti × (1 − αi ) of the DL job. However, if all
GPUs on a node are used by a single DL job, then the value
of pi will be zero as no performance gains would be achieved
through concurrent execution.
B. System Architecture
MARBLE is composed of a job scheduler and a resource
monitor as shown in Figure 4. It resides next to the clusterlevel job scheduler and takes control of the node-level DL
job scheduling by reading a set of submitted DL jobs into a
FIFO queue. The user does not need to consider the number
of GPUs. Instead, MARBLE determines the GPU numbers
automatically according to the scalability of the DL model
and the availability of GPUs in the system. MARBLE then
schedules a job with the optimized number of GPUs and sends
these jobs to DL frameworks (e.g., TensorFlow) for execution
through the existing HPC scheduler.

secondary job by providing an optimal number of GPUs when
free GPUs are available. The scheduler monitors all running
jobs to track their completion. Upon completion of a job,
MARBLE searches for a running secondary job and tries to
promote it to a primary job by assigning more GPUs freed by
completed jobs until the job reaches the optimal number, i.e.,
the secondary job is suspended and resumed with the optimal
number of GPUs. If there is no running secondary job, the next
job in the queue is chosen for scheduling. The new job will
be run as either a primary job or a secondary job according
to the number of available GPUs and the optimal number of
GPUs required by the job.
Figure 5 shows an example working of MARBLE. There
are 3 jobs, i.e., ResNet-50, Inception-v3, and VGG-16 with 6
GPUs on a single node. The first job executes as a primary job
as there are enough GPUs available. Thus, Job 1 (ResNet-50)
is executed on 3 GPUs as training ResNet-50 on 3 GPUs is
the fastest. However, Job 2 (Inception-v3) cannot be executed
as a primary job because there are not enough GPUs available.
Although the optimal number of GPU for training Inceptionv3 is 4, Job 2 (Inception-v3) is scheduled as a secondary job
with 3 GPUs. Here, for maximizing GPU utilization, when
one of the jobs is finished, the current running secondary job
(Job 2) on 3 GPU is suspended and resumed by MARBLE
with the optimal number of GPUs (i.e., 4 GPUs). MARBLE
selects Job 3 (VGG-16) as a secondary job as there are only
2 GPUs available.
The complexity of computation overhead of scheduling
algorithm is O(n), where n indicates the number of jobs

C. Scheduling Policy
MARBLE employs a FIFO-based scheduling policy and
runs multiple jobs in parallel as either a primary or a secondary
job. The primary job is defined as one where the optimal
number of GPUs is assigned to provide the best throughput.
The secondary jobs are jobs that share GPU resources with
other jobs and run using a suboptimal number of GPUs. We
use the FIFO scheduler to preserve the task order (in case
tasks are dependent on each other) and scheduling fairness.
Algorithm 1 gives a detailed procedure of our scheduling
mechanism. The scheduler picks the first job in the queue as a
primary job, decides the optimal number of GPUs based on the
characteristics of the model, and assigns GPUs to the primary
job, where the job can be run at the best throughput. Then, the
scheduler selects the next job which is marked as independent
and checks the number of available GPUs that the compute
node can provide. If the optimal number of GPUs for the
given job is less than the number of available GPUs, then the
selected job is marked as a primary job and allocated with the
optimal number of GPUs. Otherwise, the job is assigned with
the remaining GPUs, thus identified as a secondary job. MARBLE repeats this procedure until all GPUs are occupied or
all jobs are scheduled. MARBLE proposes a suspend/resume
mechanism to dynamically allocate GPU resources to the
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the job from a checkpointed file. The checkpoints are stored
by TensorFlow after the completion of a DL job. The checkpoint files are saved at separate directories under the same
parent directory. We use the Unix signal mechanism [49], i.e.,
SIGTSTP and SIGUSR1 signals to terminate the running job.
MARBLE sends a SIGTSTP signal to TensorFlow to suspend
a DL job. We introduce a new flag (i.e., SUSPEND_FLAG)
in TensorFlow to check if the signal is received from the
scheduler per iteration. We also add a signal handler for a
SIGTSTP signal to TensorFlow. When TensorFlow receives a
SIGTSTP signal from the scheduler, the signal handler sets
SUSPEND_FLAG. The SUSPEND_FLAG flag is checked by
train_step function per iteration during training. If the
SUSPEND_FLAG flag is set, then the request_stop() is
called and checkpoint will be saved. After finishing checkpointing, TensorFlow sends a SIGUSR1 signal to the scheduler, which leverages the resume operation to start the DL
job with updated configuration parameters, e.g., the number
of GPUs, and the number of steps
Job Monitoring: MARBLE periodically monitors all running jobs with a configurable interval, e.g., 10 seconds or 30
seconds. In our implementation, MARBLE monitors jobs by
using system commands, i.e., ls [50] and nvidia-smi [51],
that are not intrusive and incur minimal overhead.

(a) Initial job assignment

VII. E VALUATION

(b) Suspend/resume during training

We evaluate MARBLE on a modern IBM-POWER based
HPC system. We randomly selected job sets shown in Table II
and Table III and show the performance of both single and
multiple node training. We compare MARBLE with the
default LSF scheduler used in the system. We also compare
MARBLE to Optimus, a recent DL scheduler. We run experiments five times and report the averages and 95% confidence
intervals. The highlights of our evaluation are as follows:

Fig. 5: GPU resource assignment based on multi-GPU scalability
awareness.

running in parallel. The scheduling algorithm needs to choose
the optimal number of GPUs and runs the jobs in parallel. For
example, if 4 parallel jobs can be run after a job is finished, the
algorithm will be repeated four times for allocating resources
and executing jobs. Therefore, MARBLE is scalable in terms
of the number of running n parallel jobs. However, the complexity of our algorithm does not depend on other components
in the HPC cluster, e.g., the number of total DL jobs, the
number of GPUs per node, and the number of available nodes.

•

D. Optimal Number of GPUs
MARBLE determines the optimal number of GPUs through
offline profiling to reduce the runtime complexity. MARBLE
derives the number of GPUs for each DL model from the
historical execution data measured during the offline profiling
stage. This information is used at the runtime at the scheduling
stage to determine the optimal number of GPUs that should
be assigned to run a particular job.

•

MARBLE improves the overall job completion time by
up to 48.3% and the overall GPU utilization by up to 86%
for single-node training. It concurrently runs multiple DL
jobs within a single server, maximizing GPU efficiency
based on non-linear scalability.
MARBLE improves the overall job completion time by
up to 30.5% and the overall GPU utilization by up to
34.6% for multi-node training.

A. Methodology
Testbed. We conduct our experiments on the top-ranked
supercomputer Summit. Our system architecture is shown in
Figure 1. Specifically, each compute node in Summit has six
NVIDIA Tesla V100 GPUs and two IBM POWER9 CPUs,
512 GB memory, one 800 GB NVMe SSD, and uses GPFS
as the main storage system. The nodes are connected using
Mellanox IB EDR with a 100 Gbps bandwidth switch. Each
V100 GPU has 5120 CUDA cores and 16 GB memory with the
memory bandwidth of 900 GB/s. POWER9 CPUs and V100
GPUs are connected by NVLink 2.0 (50 GB/s).

VI. I MPLEMENTATION
MARBLE is framework-independent and can work with
any DL framework. However, we have implemented it with
TensorFlow to leverage its checkpointing mechanism.
Suspend/Resume: We use the checkpointing mechanism
for suspending and resuming jobs. The checkpointing method
has been widely used for saving and restoring DL models. We
checkpoint the state of the current training job and resume
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TABLE II: DL job sets for single-node training.
(a) Job set 1
Job ID
Network
Steps
1
ResNet-50
800
2
ResNet-50
3600
3
Inception-v3 1400
Job ID
1
2
3

(b) Job set 2
Network
Inception-v3
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

Steps
2400
600
1000

Job ID
1
2
3

(c) Job set 3
Network
ResNet-50
Inception-v3
VGG-16

Steps
900
2000
800

TABLE III: DL job sets for distributed training on multiple nodes.
(a) Job set 4
Job ID
Network
Steps
1
ResNet-50
9000
2
Inception-v3 1200
3
Inception-v3 4200
4
ResNet-50
6000
5
ResNet-101
2000

Software. We run TensorFlow 1.8 DL framework with CUDA
9.0 [52] and cuDNN 7.0.3 [53]. We built TensorFlow from the
source code to run on the IBM POWER-based system.
Workloads. We select the ImageNet dataset [54] for training
the model with as large data as possible in our setup. It
consists of 1.2 million images of 1, 000 categories for training and 50, 000 images for validation. For training, we use
TensorFlow-Slim [55] suite, a library that provides various
DNN models. We choose different sets of DL jobs, as shown
in Table II and Table III. For single-node training, we use
3 job sets which comprise 3 different jobs. For multi-node
training, we measure 3 job sets which consist of 5 different
jobs. These job sets include widely used CNN models such as
ResNet, Inception-v3, and VGG-16.
Metrics. We measure the overall job set completion time as
our performance metric. We also measure the GPU utilization
and GPU memory utilization as our resource utilization metric.
Suspend and Resume latency in seconds is provided as our
runtime overhead metric.
Baseline. We compare MARBLE with IBM Platform LSF
scheduler [27]. LSF is one of the widely used HPC job
scheduler for large scale HPC systems [56]. LSF scheduler
allocates the maximum number of GPUs (e.g., 6 GPUs) to
each DL job without considering non-linear scalability. In LSF,
jobs wait in a queue until there are enough GPUs available to
run the job. MARBLE assigns the optimal number of GPUs
to each job according to the scalability characteristics of DL
models and shares GPU resources by running multiple jobs
concurrently with dynamic GPU allocation.

Job ID
1
2
3
4
5

(b) Job set 5
Network
Inception-v3
Inception-v3
VGG-16
ResNet-50
Inception-v3

Steps
4800
9000
9600
3000
3000

Job ID
1
2
3
4
5

(c) Job set 6
Network
ResNet-50
VGG-16
Inception-v3
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

Steps
8400
4800
9300
2000
3000

takes 958 sec, 940 sec, and 707 sec to complete training of
these 3 job sets, where all jobs use the fixed number of GPUs
(e.g., 6 GPUs) during training. On the contrary, MARBLE is
able to complete job sets in 496 sec, 608 sec, and 501 sec,
which achieves 48.3%, 35.3%, and 29.1% reduction in the total
job completion time of each job set. For job set 2, job ID 1
is selected as the primary job, where 4 GPUs are assigned
because Inception-v3 shows the fastest throughput using 4
GPUs. Then, job ID 2 is executed on the remaining 2 GPUs as
the secondary job in parallel with the primary job. When job
ID 2 is finished, job ID 1 is not finished, yet. Then, job ID 3
is executed on the remaining GPUs as a secondary job. When
job ID 1 is finished, job ID 3 is suspended by the scheduler
and resumed with 3 GPUs. Job ID 2 can be completed faster
than the existing scheduling approach because the job ID 2
on remaining GPUs is executed as a secondary job in parallel
with job ID 1 earlier than job ID 2 is executed as a primary
job. Therefore, MARBLE leverages non-linear scalability of
multi-GPU with parallel job execution and reduces the overall
completion time of DL training jobs.
GPU Utilization: MARBLE achieves higher GPU utilization. As shown in Figure 6b and Figure 6c, GPU utilization
and GPU memory utilization of job set 1 increase by 86% and
91% respectively, compared to LSF. Other job sets also provide
improvements, i.e., 51% and 52%, 37% and 38% for job set
2 and job set 3, respectively. This is because two jobs are
executed in parallel and the available GPUs are utilized fully
through suspend/resume mechanism. As a result, MARBLE
improves the overall GPU utilization, as well as the total job
completion time.
2) Multi-Node Setup: We measure how MARBLE impacts
distributed training on multiple nodes. To do so, we employ the
parameter server architecture [57] for distributed training with
data parallelism, which consists of one parameter server and
eight worker nodes. Input data and computational workloads

B. Performance Comparison to Baseline
In this section, we show the effectiveness of MARBLE
when scheduling jobs on both single and multiple nodes. We
also conduct experiments to study how scaling characteristics
of the studied DL workloads impact the training throughput
and GPU resource utilization.
1) Single-Node Setup: We submit the job sets shown in
Table II to the system one by one, and specify to use a single
node during submission. We measure the total job completion
time of each set and the results are shown in Figure 6a. LSF
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20
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LSF
MARBLE

1400
1200
1000
800
600
400

Job set 2

0

Job set 4

Job set 5 Job set 6

7000

Job set 3

12
10
8
6
4

0

Job set 4

Job set 5

3000
2000
1000
Job set 8
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Job set 1

Job set 2

Job set 3
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LSF
MARBLE

7
6
5
4
3
2
1

Job set 4

Job set 5

Job set 6

(c) Average GPU memory utilization.

TABLE IV: DL job sets for Optimus.
(a) Job set 7
Job ID
Network
Steps
1
ResNet-101
39936
2
Inception-v3 39936
3
Inception-v3 39936
4
VGG-16
39936

4000

Job set 7

6
4

0

Job set 6

(b) Average GPU utilization.
Fig. 7: Distributed training on multiple nodes.

5000

0
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(c) Average GPU memory utilization.

LSF
MARBLE

14

Optimus
MARBLE

6000

10

0

2

200

(a) Overall job completion time.

Completion Time (sec)

Job set 1

LSF
MARBLE

12

(b) Average GPU utilization.
Fig. 6: Training on a single node.
GPU Utilization (%)

Total Job Completion Time (sec)

(a) Overall job completion time.
1600

14

LSF
MARBLE

GPU Memory Utilization (%)

800

25

GPU Memory Utilization (%)

LSF
MARBLE

GPU Utilization (%)

Total Job Completion Time (sec)

1000

Job set 9

Fig. 8: Overall job completion time of Optimus and MARBLE.

Job ID
1
2
3
4

(b) Job set 8
Network
Inception-v3
ResNet-50
VGG-16
ResNet-50

Steps
39936
39936
39936
39936

Job ID
1
2
3
4

(c) Job set 9
Network
Inception-v3
ResNet-50
ResNet-50
ResNet-101

Steps
39936
39936
39936
39936

are distributed across all worker nodes. Each worker node
retrieves the latest parameters from the parameter server, reads
input data from the storage systems, processes training, and
sends updated parameters back to the parameter server. We
submit job sets from Table III one by one and measure job
training time, GPU utilization, and GPU memory utilization.
Figure 7 shows the results. Similar to the single-node setting, MARBLE achieves performance improvement of 21.1%,
30.5%, and 30.5%, for job set 4, 5 and 6, respectively, as
shown in Figure 7a. MARBLE is also able to increase GPU
utilization (shown in Figure 7b) by up to 34.6%. Similar
results, i.e., 22.1%, 33.0%, and 27.6% are observed for GPU
memory utilization (shown in Figure 7c).

is not a significant bottleneck on the latest supercomputers.
Thus, adjusting the number of GPUs per node is more effective
than adjusting the numbers of Worker/PS for latest HPC
systems [7], [11]. Moreover, Optimus schedules DL jobs in
10 minutes slots requiring more frequent suspend and resume
than MARBLE (e.g., 9 times vs 2 times).

C. Performance Comparison to Other DL Scheduling

D. Runtime Overhead

We compare MARBLE to Optimus [21]. Both approaches
are based on checkpointing approach for dynamic resource
allocation. While Optimus adjusts the numbers of workers
and parameter servers, MARBLE configures the number of
GPUs per node. As shown in Table IV, we choose different
sets of DL jobs as job set 7, 8 and 9, where each DL job
is trained for 1 epoch (39,936 steps). As shown in Figure 8,
MARBLE improves job completion time by up to 47% as
compared to Optimus. This is because, unlike Cloud, network

MARBLE relies on runtime routines such as suspending
and resuming jobs, for dynamic GPU allocation, and job and
resource monitoring for instant resource scheduling, which
can incur runtime overhead. In this section, we conduct
experiments to evaluate the runtime overhead of MARBLE.
1) Suspend/Resume: MARBLE adopts a checkpoint-based
suspend/resume mechanism to realize dynamic GPU allocation. The overhead of suspend/resume comes from file I/O
on the parallel file system, including a write for suspending
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Suspend Time (Sec)

50
40
30

12.66 milliseconds, respectively per monitoring cycle. The
total monitoring time is 5.22, 3.79, and 4.56 seconds, which
accounts for 1.05%, 0.62%, and 0.91% of the total training
time respectively. This shows that MARBLE incurs negligible
monitoring overhead.
3) Scheduling Overhead: We measure the scheduling overhead of MARBLE for the studied job sets. We record the
scheduling overhead of 173, 124, and 112 milliseconds for
the job sets in Table II. These results show that MARBLE
provides overall performance improvement and increased GPU
utilization with negligible runtime overhead.
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VIII. C ONCLUSION

(a) Suspend time.
Resume Time (Sec)
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In this paper, we present MARBLE, a multi-GPU
scalability-aware job scheduling system for fast DL training,
which leverages non-linear scalability characteristics of parallel training using multiple GPUs on the latest HPC platforms.
Our scheduling method runs multiple DL jobs on a single node
to fully utilize the GPU resources and adopts a suspend and
resume mechanism to dynamically assign the optimal number
of GPUs for minimizing the total execution time of the given
set of DL jobs. To the best of our knowledge, this is the
first effort to use non-linear scalability of multiple GPUs per
node for scheduling DL training on modern HPC systems. The
evaluation of MARBLE using Summit supercomputer and the
representative workloads shows a performance improvement
of up to 48.3%, and an improvement in the GPU utilization
by up to 86%, compared to the default LSF job scheduler.
In our future work, we aim to further explore how to reduce
overheads of suspend/resume. Moreover, we will explore a
better way of approximating an optimal number of GPUs.
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(b) Resume time.
Fig. 9: Overhead of the suspend and resume operations.

and read for resuming. We could improve the overhead with
a burst buffer. Suspend/resume time is not much variant when
using multi-node, because only one node saves and restores
the checkpointing file. All I/O accesses are to GPFS, therefore
there is no difference in I/O performance for single and multinode settings. However, in single-node training, MARBLE
can further reduce the overhead a local bust buffer backed by
an NVMe SSD. To understand the overhead of job suspension,
we conduct the next set of experiments and measure the time
incurred by suspending and resuming DL training of different
models. The results are shown in Figure 9. The suspend and
resume times are proportional to the size of the corresponding
meta checkpoint file that is used for rebuilding TensorFlow
graphs. For example, although the number of variables of
VGG-16 is much higher than the other models (Table I),
the size of meta checkpoint file of VGG-16 is much smaller
than the other models such as ResNet-50, Inception-v3, and
ResNet-101 (i.e., 1.31 MB vs 7.22 MB, 12.15 MB, 14.09 MB).
Moreover, it shows an increasing trend with the increase in the
number of GPUs as it requires additional meta-information for
other GPUs. The overheads of suspend/resume are as low as
13.2% (job set 1) and up to 26.6% (job set 3) of the total
training time for the job sets in Table II. Based on our results
in Section VII-B, it is beneficial to suspend jobs with this
overhead to achieve overall performance improvement.
2) Monitoring Overhead: We evaluate the monitoring overhead and the calculating algorithm overhead, using workloads
in Table II. Here we set the monitoring interval of one
second. The average monitoring time is 11.81, 11.32, and
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